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Graf Zeppelin History 

Certainly the most successful zeppelin ever built, LZ-

127 was christened “Graf Zeppelin” by the daughter of 

Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin on July 8, 1928, which 

would have been the late count’s 90th birthday. 

By the time of Graf Zeppelin’s last flight, nine years 

later, the ship had flown over a million miles, on 590 

flights, carrying thousands of passengers and 

hundreds of thousands of pounds of frreight and mail, 

with safety and speed.  Graf Zeppelin circled the globe 

and was famous throughout the world, and inspired an 

international zeppelin fever in the late 1920s and early 

1930s. 

Graf Zeppelin Test Flights 

Graf Zeppelin made its first flight on September 18, 

1928, under the command of Hugo Eckener.  The ship 

lifted off at 3:32 PM and flew a little over three hours 

before returning to its base in Friedrichshafen. 

A series of successful test flights followed, including a 34-1/2 hour endurance flight during 

which the new German ship was shown off to the residents of Ulm, Nuremberg, Wurzburg, 

Frankfurt, Wiesbaden, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Bremen, Hugo Eckener’s hometown of 

Flensburg, Hamburg, Berlin, Leipzig, and Dresden. 

Graf Zeppelin’s First Flight Across the Atlantic 

Graf Zeppelin made the very first commercial passenger flight across the Atlantic, departing 

Friedrichshafen at 7:54 AM on October 11, 1928, and landing at Lakehurst, New Jersey on 

October 15, 1928, after a flight of 111 hours and 44 minutes.   The ship carried 40 crew 

members under the command of Hugo Eckener, and 20 passengers including American 

naval officer Charles E. Rosendahl and Hearst newspaper reporter Lady Grace Drummond-

Hay. 

Christening of LZ-127 on July 8, 

1928 by Countess Helene von 

Brandenstein-Zeppelin. (click all 

photos to enlarge) 

Graf Zeppelin being led from its hangar for its first flight on 

September 18, 1928. (click all photos to enlarge) 
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The ship’s first transatlantic crossing almost ended in disaster when it encountered a 

strong squall line on the morning of October 13th.  Captain Eckener had uncharacteristically 

entered the storm at full power — he was known to reduce speed in bad weather — and 

the ship pitched up violently in the hands of an inexperienced elevatorman; the airships R-

38 and USS Shenandoah had broken up under similar circumstances. 

Eckener and his officers re-

established control, but soon 

learned that the lower covering of 

the port fin had been torn away, 

threatening further damage which 

would have rendered the ship 

uncontrollable.  Eckener sent a 

repair team of four men — 

including his son, Knut Eckener; 

senior elevatorman and future 

zeppelin commander Albert 

Sammt; and Ludwig Knorr, who 

would become chief rigger on LZ-

129 Hindenburg — to repair the 

covering in flight.  Eckener also 

made the difficult decision to send 

out a distress call, knowing that he was risking the reputation of his brand new ship, and 

perhaps the entire zeppelin enterprise. The distress signal was soon picked up by the 

press, and newspapers around the world ran sensational stories about the looming 

destruction of the overdue Graf Zeppelin on its maiden voyage. 

The emergency repairs were successful, but the ship 

encountered a second squall front near Bermuda.  Graf 

Zeppelin made it through the second storm, even with 

the temporary repairs to the damaged fin, and reached 

the American coast on the morning of October 15th.  

After a detour over Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, 

and New York, to show Graf Zeppelin off to the wildly 

enthusiastic American public, Eckener brought his 

damaged ship to a safe landing at the United States 

naval base at Lakehurst, New Jersey on the evening of 

October 15, 1928.  Graf Zeppelin was overdue, 

damaged, and had run out of food and water, but 

Eckener, his crew, and his passengers were greeted like 

heroes with a ticker-tape parade along New York City’s 

Broadway. 

After two weeks of repairs to the damaged fin, Graf Zeppelin departed Lakehurst on 

October 29, 1928 for its return to Germany.  The return flight took 71 hours and 49 

minutes, or just under three days; the ocean liners of the day took twice as long to carry 

passengers across the Atlantic. 

In-flight repair of Graf Zeppelin's fin, showing the extensive 

damage suffered in the squall and the dangerous conditions 

faced by the repair party. 

The damaged port fin after arrival 

at Lakehurst (view from floor of 

hangar) 
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Graf Zeppelin Round-the-World Flight (“Weltfahrt”) 

In 1929, Graf Zeppelin made perhaps its most famous flight; a 

round-the-world voyage covering 21,2500 miles in five legs 

from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, Friedrichshafen to Tokyo, 

Tokyo to Los Angeles, Los Angeles to Lakehurst, and then 

Lakehurt to Friedrichshafen again. 

[See maps, dates, and flight times for each of the five legs of 

the flight.] 

It was the first passenger-carrying flight around the world [see 

a complete list of passengers and crew aboard the flight], and 

received massive coverage in the world’s press. 

The flight was partly sponsored by American newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst, 

who paid for about half the cost of the flight in return for exclusive media rights in the 

United States and Britain. 

Hearst had insisted that the flight begin and end in America, while the Germans naturally 

thought the Round-the-World flight of a German ship should begin and end in Germany.  

As a compromise, there were two official flights; the “American” flight began and ended at 

Lakehurst, while the “German” flight began and ended at Friedrichshafen. 

The Round-the-World flight carried 60 men and one 

woman, Hearst newspaper reporter Lady Grace Hay-

Drummond-Hay, whose presence and reporting 

greatly increased the public’s interest in the journey.  

Other passengers included journalists from several 

countries, American naval officers Charles Rosendahl 

and Jack C. Richardson, polar explorer and pilot Sir 

Hubert Wilkins, young American millionaire Bill Leeds, 

and representatives of Japan and the Soviet Union. 

Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen on July 27, 1929 and 

crossed the Atlantic to Lakehurst, New Jersey, and the 

“American” flight began on August 7, 1929 with an 

eastbound crossing back to Germany. 

The longest leg of the journey was the 11,247 km, 101 hour 49 minute flight from 

Friedrichshafen to Tokyo, which crossed thousands of miles of emptiness over Siberia.  A 

planned flight over Moscow had to be canceled due to adverse winds, prompting an official 

complaint from the government of Soviet dicatator Joseph Stalin, which felt slighted by the 

change in plan.  The passage over Russia’s Stanovoy mountain range in eastern Siberia 

brought Graf Zeppelin to an altitude of 6,000 feet.  The ship landed to a tumultuous 

welcome and massive press coverage in Japan, where a crowd estimated at 250,000 people 

greeted the ship’s arrival and Emperor Hirohito entertained Eckener and guests at tea. 

Graf Zeppelin's route across the Atlantic 

Map of Round-the-World 

flight (click to enlarge) 

Cover carried on the first leg of Graf Zeppelin's 1929 flight around the world 

Lady Grace Drummond Hay's ticket 
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The next leg of the flight crossed the Pacific ocean enroute to Los Angeles; Eckener 

deliberately timed his flight down the American coast to make a dramatic entrance through 

San Francisco’s Golden Gate with the sun setting behind the ship.  According to F.W. 

“Willy” von Meister (later New York representative of the Deutsche Zeppelin-Reederei), 

Eckener explained:  “When for the first time in world history an airship flies across the 

Pacific, should it not arrive at sunset over the Golden Gate?” 

After slowly cruising down the 

California coast to land in daylight 

the next morning, Graf Zeppelin 

made a difficult landing at Los 

Angeles on August 26th, through a 

temperature inversion which made it 

difficult to bring the ship down, 

requiring the valving of large 

quantities of hydrogen.  The lost 

hydrogen could not be replaced at 

Los Angeles, and the takeoff, with 

the ship unusually heavy, was even 

more challenging; Graf Zeppelin only 

narrowly missed hitting power lines at the edge of the field. 

After a difficult summertime passage over the deserts of Arizona and Texas, Graf Zeppelin 

flew east across America.  The ship was greeted with wild enthusiasm by the people of 

Chicago, and ended its record breaking flight with a landing at Lakehurst the morning of 

August 29, 1929.  The Lakehurst to Lakehurst voyage had taken just 12 days and 11 

minutes of flying time, and brought worldwide attention and fame to Graf Zeppelin and its 

commander, Hugo Eckener. 

The flight is the subject of the largely fictional Dutch film Farewell. 

Graf Zeppelin Polar Flight 

In July, 1931, Graf Zeppelin carried a team 

of scientists from Germany, the United 

States, the Soviet Union, and Sweden on an 

exploration of the Arctic, making 

meteorological observations, measuring 

variations in the earth’s magnetic field in the 

latitudes near the North Pole, and making a 

photographic survey of unmapped regions 

using a panoramic camera that automatically 

took several pictures per minute.  The size, 

payload, and stability of the zeppelin allowed 

heavy scientific instruments to be carried 

and used with an accuracy that would not have been possible with the airplanes of the day. 

The polar journey, like other zeppelin flights, was 

largely financed by stamp collectors; Graf Zeppelin 

carried approximately 50,000 letters sent by 

philatelists, and made a water-landing to exchange 

mail with the Soviet icebreaker Malygin, which itself 

carried a large quantity of mail sent by stamp 

collectors. 

After the three-day Arctic flight, which included a 

landing in Leningrad, Graf Zeppelin returned to 

Berlin to a hero’s welcome at Tempelhof airfield, 

where the ship was met by celebrities including famed polar explorer Admiral Richard Byrd. 

[Read a detailed account of the Graf Zeppelin's Polar Flight.] 

The Century of Progress Flight to 1933 Chicago World’s Fair 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin landing at Los Angeles, 1929 

Graf Zeppelin landing on water during polar 

flight 

Soviet airmail stamp showing Graf 

Zeppelin and icebreaker Malygin 
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By late 1933, Graf Zeppelin had not been to the United States in over four years, since the 

Round-the-World flight of 1929.  When the Zeppelin Company was asked to fly the ship to 

the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair, officially dubbed the “Century of Progress International 

Exposition,” Eckener agreed on condition that the United States issue a special 

commemorative stamp and share the postal revenue with the Zeppelin Company.  After 

initial opposition by the United States Post Office (and President Franklin Roosevelt’s initial 

rejection of the idea of a fourth zeppelin stamp), the Post Office eventually agreed to issue 

the stamp, and so at the end of Graf Zeppelin’s last flight to South America in October, 

1933, instead of returning directly to Germany from Brazil, Graf Zeppelin flew to the United 

States for stops in Miami, Akron, and Chicago. 

While Graf Zeppelin’s appearance was one of the highlights of the Chicago Fair, the 

swastika-emblazoned ship, which was viewed as a symbol of the new government in Berlin, 

triggered strong political responses from both supporters and opponents of Hitler’s regime, 

especially among German-Americans.  The political controversy muted the enthusiasm that 

Americans had previously displayed toward the German ship during its earlier visits, and 

when Eckener took Graf Zeppelin on a aerial circuit around Chicago to show his ship to the 

residents of the city, he was careful to to fly a clockwise pattern so that Chicagoans would 

see only the tricolor German flag on the starboard fin, and not the swastika flag painted on 

the port fin under the new regulations issued by the German Air Ministry. 

Graf Zeppelin and the Nazis 
 

The Graf Zeppelin was recruited as a tool of Nazi 

propaganda remarkably soon after the National Socialist 

takeover of power in early 1933.  Only three months after 

Adolf Hitler’s appointment as chancellor, the Propaganda 

Ministry ordered Graf Zeppelin to fly over Berlin as part of 

the government’s May 1, 1933 celebration of the “Tag de 

Nationalen Arbeit,” the Nazi version of the May Day 

celebration of labor. 

Later in May, 1933, Graf Zeppelin flew to Rome in 

connection with Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels’ first 

official meeting with the fascist government of Italy; 

Goebbels invited Italian Air Minister Italo Balbo to join him 

on a flight over Rome. 

"Century of Progress" Graf Zeppelin stamp, Scott # C18 (the 

"Baby Zepp") 
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In September, 1933, Graf Zeppelin flew over the Reichsparteitag congress at Nuremberg 

(the “1933 Nuremberg Rally’) to dramatically herald Hitler’s appearance before the crowd. 

Throughout the remainder of its career Graf Zeppelin was ordered to make numerous 

propaganda flights, occasionally in concert with LZ-129 Hindenburg after that ship was 

launched in 1936. 

South American Service 

By the summer of 1931, after many pioneering flights which demonstrated the airship’s 

impressive capabilities and captured the enthusiasm of the world, Graf Zeppelin began 

regularly scheduled commercial service on the route between Germany and South America. 

The passage to South American was an almost ideal route 

for a German airship; Brazil and Argentina had a 

considerable German population, and there were strong 

business and trade connections between these countries 

and Germany, yet the transportation of mail, passengers, 

and freight by ship took weeks. In addition, the ships to 

South America were far less comfortable than the luxury 

liners which crossed the North Atlantic to New York. Graf 

Zeppelin reduced the travel time between Germany and 

South America from weeks to days, and was therefore 

hugely popular. 

Graf Zeppelin 

crossed the 

South Atlantic 

18 times in 

1932, and made a similar number of flights in 

1933. By 1934, the Zeppelin Company was 

advertising a regular service to South America, 

departing Germany almost every other Saturday 

to Brazil, with connecting airplane flights to 

Argentina. In 1935 and 1936, Graf Zeppelin’s 

schedule was almost exclusively devoted to 

passenger and mail service between Germany and 

Brazil, with crossings back and forth almost every two weeks between April and December. 

Over its career, Graf Zeppelin crossed the South Atlantic 136 times; it was first regularly 

scheduled, nonstop, intercontinental airline service in the history of the world. 

Graf Zeppelin’s Last Flight 

Graf Zeppelin was over the Canary Islands on the last day of a South 

American flight from Brazil to Germany when it received news of the 

Hindenburg disaster in Lakehurst, New Jersey.  Captain Hans von 

Schiller withheld the news from his passengers, and told them of the 

disaster only after the ship’s safe landing in Germany. 

Graf Zeppelin landed in Friedrichshafen on May 8, 1937, and never 

carried a paying passenger again. The ship made only one additional 

flight, on June 18, 1937, from Friedrichshafen to Frankfurt, where 

she remained on display — all her hydrogen removed — until she was 

broken up on the orders of Hermann Goering’s Luftwaffe in March, 1940. 

Graf Zeppelin Photographs and Postcards 

Brochure for zeppelin service to 

South America 

Graf Zeppelin's service to South America. 

(click to enlarge) 

Hans von Schiller 
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LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin on the Bodensee (Lake Constance) 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin on the Bodensee (Lake Constance) 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin over the airship hangars at Friedrichshafen 

Airship Graf Zeppelin at its Friedrichshafen Hangar 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin landing at Friedrichshafen 
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Share on Facebook 

Be Sociable, Share!  

{ 178 comments… read them below or add one } 

E. Anzempamber  June 5, 2013 at 3:15 pm   

I was born 1932 and saw a very large Airship fly over Glasgow. I remember 

standing at the BotanicGardens during the day, it seemed awsome and direct overhead. 

Can’t remember the year but must been 1936/ 37. Even at my age now of 81 the image 

remains clear. 

REPLY 

Thomas Vincente Cortellesi  May 20, 2013 at 3:50 pm   

*This question has been nagging at me for a while* 

If the Akron crashed by hitting water, wasn’t it extremely dangerous for a zeppelin of the 

type to land on water? How did the Graf Zeppelin do it in the Arctic? 

 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin dropping water ballast during landing 

Control car of LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin 

Graf Zeppelin flying above an ocean liner 

Like 68 Tweet
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REPLY 

Hendrick Stoops  June 23, 2013 at 9:06 pm   

Akron didn’t exactly ‘land’ on the water. The Graf Zeppelin had inflatable 

‘bubbles’ fitted to the forward control gondola and the aft engine car. I’m fairly 

certain, however, that the water had to be fairly calm. The Graf also landed on Lake 

Constance (the Bodensee). 

REPLY 

Chris  May 6, 2013 at 10:22 am   

I was born in 1931 and lived in Bruce Avenue, Worthing from 1933 /1938 

During this time I saw a great silver airship with the German Nazi Markings in red and 

black on the tail fins. It was very low and heading North East. I think I must have been 6 

at the time, so 1937 is my beat recollection. I also rememmber being told that an airship 

appeared over Wembley Stadium during an FA Cup Final ? 

In those days Hawker Furies from Tangmere were regular visitors. Happy days. ! 

REPLY 

Frank Felcman  April 14, 2013 at 10:22 am   

I lived in Sealy, TX (50 mi. W. of Houston) in 1933. I was 9 yrs old when the Graf 

flew over going generally east to west. A year or so ago I read a blog by a man in Austin, 

TX that he had seen it near Austin on the same flight. This had to be the So. America to 

Chicago flight. What flight path did it take to end up over this part of Texas? 

REPLY 

leo  March 11, 2013 at 3:10 pm   

Hello to all, im a 3d artist working on a 3d model of the LZ 127, im working on the 

right scales, i mean the 3d model is going to have the exact proportions as the original 

(real) one.. 

Bu i miss somes importants informations, about this dirigible. 

i need to know the Lengh of the deck cabin and width and height,. 

if someone can help. 

also im looking for informations about the interior because i have to model everything 

inside the dirigible. 

and here too, i need somes informations at the moment the most important information i 

need its, i have to create everything inside, also the wallpapers, in the differents rooms, 

and for that im looking about colors, colors informations about thoses vintages 

wallpapers, because i have to recreate the original fabrics of the inside. 

i want to create a 3d model the mst realistic possible, eo every information its very 

important for my and my work. 

you can contact me trough my website or my email: imothep85@hotmail.com 

thanks to all for reading me, and i hope to have some help. 

REPLY 

JILL BRISTOW  March 6, 2013 at 2:11 pm   

I was born in 1929 and lived on the Brighton Sussex (England) seafront until 

1940. I distinctly remember seeing an airship out to sea from our balcony. I think I would 

have been between 6 and 9 years old. Could it have been the Hindenberg en route to 

America? I would love to know. Thanks. Jill (now living in Scotland). 

REPLY 
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Dan  March 6, 2013 at 2:39 pm   

Hindenburg did pass over that area of the coast on her way to America in 

1936, so it is very possible! 

REPLY 

Dick  December 6, 2012 at 10:31 am   

The first time I can remember looking up in wonder was the evening of November 

23, 1931, when I was almost 7. That was a lot closer to the presidency of Abraham 

Lincoln than to that of Barack Obama, only a generation after the Wright Brothers first 

flew, and 3 years after Charles Lindbergh turned the eyes of the world skyward with his 

solo flight from New York to Paris. Perhaps my favorite comic strip then was Buck Rogers, 

in which space ships traversed the heavens. That memorable night my parents stopped 

our car and woke me. We got out to watch an apparent space ship just above us. A 

huge dark cloud obscuring the moon and some stars, it was outlined by white and red 

and green lights, and accompanied by the thrumming of 8 motors as it slowly passed 

perhaps 400 feet overhead. It could fly that low because there were no TV tower 

obstructions then. As newspapers reported the next morning, the apparition was the 

Navy’s USS Akron (ZRS-4), then the largest of the world’s several dirigibles. It could 

retrieve, launch and store 5 small planes, and had a range of over ten thousand miles. 

The above is from my blog DresellyFly.blogspot.com, which also shows a newspaper 

account of this flight over Portland, Maine. 

REPLY 

Caroline  October 24, 2012 at 4:38 pm   

I have come across 2 photos of the Graf Zeppelin. They have info written on the 

back. One says… Passing over St Leonards Pier August 1931. The other says…On it’s way 

to Bexhill, Eastbourne and round coast. August 1931. 

I hope this helps with anyone who is wondering if they were in those areas at those 

times. 

REPLY 

Don McCready  September 16, 2012 at 11:59 am   

Don, 

I will never forget seeing the Graf Zeppelin fly over Ann Arbor. MI when I was a child. 

My family lived on Hogback Rd close to its intersection with Washtenaw ave, and we had 

stood at that intersection, ready to watch it float over. 

I recall that it was headed East, making a quiet rumbling sound. 

Today I finally know to date that clear memory as being from 1933, (evidently in October) 

when I was 6-1/2 years old. Everything else matches. The next year we visited the 

Chicago Word Fair 

REPLY 

Ron  June 15, 2012 at 9:42 am   

I came across and pure silver coin for the 50th Anniversary of the Graf Zeppelin in 

my dad’s things. cannot find any info on this item elsewhere, can anyone help? 

Thank you. 

REPLY 

Frances Close  March 19, 2012 at 2:59 pm   

My mother flew on the Hindenburg in 1936. How can we find out if she is the 

oldest living passenger left? 
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REPLY 

Scott Wall  March 8, 2012 at 6:10 pm   

Hi, My friend gave me an unusual item last year; a Graf Zepplin menu that depicts 

on the cover, the famous dirigible flying over the Sherry Netherland Hotel in NYC’s central 

park. 1929 I believe…Inside, the menu says what day of the flight it is and what the 

people could choose to dine on. 

I’m not sure it’s worth anything but I’d like to have it appraised by a knowledgable 

Dirigible expert. Any suggestions?? 

Thanks so much, 

Scott 

REPLY 

jennb  January 17, 2012 at 2:56 pm   

hello: 

i have been looking for movies that deal with zeppelins. i got master of the world, 

zeppelin with michael york and the lost zeppelin. i have been also looking for a couple on 

amazon of the film farewell. they don’t carry it yet. when is it going to be on amazon? 

thanks 

jennb 

REPLY 

Stan McNabb  January 15, 2012 at 7:14 pm   

While I was checking some old not-mailed nor written on postcards, I found that I 

have the exact same postcard of the L. A. as displayed second up from the USS Los 

Angeles statistics…signed by the photographer (Rell Clements, Jr. copyright 1928–Photo 

#4). It appears that the photo in the above picture is #3. Also, I have four postcards 

(not written on or mailed) of the Graf Zeppelin…a. taking off from the mat, b. on the deck 

by hanger, c. shot of the tail section taken from inside the hanger while the L. A. is 

several feet out of the hanger, and d. a picture of the kitchen. The kitchen picture has a 

copyrighted signature by H. Metz. Anybody know what these postcards might be worth? 

Stan McNabb 

former PAC, ZPG-2 at ZP-3, NAS Lakehurst 1958-61 

REPLY 

Lee Eisinger  January 10, 2012 at 10:01 pm   

Hello, I have found a post card that was stamped with a German Airmail stamp and 

cancelled may 15, 1929 on the LZ 127 flight. My grandfather owned a restaurant in Akron 

Ohio during that time and Zeppelin pilots used to stay at his house. Hugo Eckener gave 

my grandfather a book on the Zeppelin that is of course all in German. He autographed 

the book with a personal message to my grandfather. 

I am going to let the Lighter than Air Society in Akron scan it if they can do so without 

damaging it. Does anyone have any idea of the value of these two items? 

Thanks 

REPLY 

Ricky  December 6, 2011 at 5:24 pm   

The Graf Zeppelin was fantastic. If there was no II World War and United States 
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could sell helio to Germany. trasatlantic and transpacific flyth for general public would 

have been reality much earlier than what happened. The first airplanes that were 

confident for people to flyth across both occeans were enormeous hidroplanes Catalinas 

and the first capable plane tu land was de DC 4, not fiable for general peopple for such 

long flyth over the ocean. People had to wait for the Constelations, much faster than DC 

4 and it appen several years later. 

REPLY 

Pat  December 4, 2011 at 9:15 pm   

Two years after my father in law’s death, I finally investigated a huge chest of 

documents and pictures my husband brought back from San Francisco. I’ve barely made 

a dent but discovered an 8 x 10 photo of the Graf Zeppelin LZ 127 flying over San 

Francisco in August 1929. Photo was taken by “Captain Bill Royle” who I think might have 

been the pilot flying the plane hired by William Randolph Hearst to take pictures of that 

leg of the Around the World Flight. 

I spent all day researching and haven’t seen that photo anywhere else. It was presented 

to my husband’s grandfather — a famous NBC orchestra leader in San Francisco in the 

1920′s and 1930′s — by Captain Royle in appreciation of his “masterful rendition of the 

“Shooting of Dan McGrew” 

I’d like to hear from anyone who might have similar photographs, stories, or who knows 

for sure who Captain Bill Royle was. Or for that matter, anyone who knows anything 

about NBC Viennese orchestra leader Josef Hornik 

REPLY 

Gavin-H  November 27, 2011 at 8:03 am   

Hi, I just found your great website. 

I’m looking for information on the September 11, 1931 flight to Switzerland. 

In particular, the timetable, the passenger list and any other background information. 

I do know that this flight was associated with a philatelic exhibition (“MOPHILA”) held a 

couple of weeks earlier in Hamburg (August 22-30). Mail sent on the flight had a special 

cachet, and the exhibition programme refers to a prize draw of a seat on the flight. Any 

information on the winner of the prize would be especially welcome. 

Thanks in advance for your interest. 

REPLY 

PAFAWAG  October 25, 2011 at 5:48 pm   

Hi, 

I was interested in zeppelins since I was 11. This year I found this awesome website, and, 

just after finishing my expanded level physics baccalaureate, I started to build the LZ127 

Graf Zeppelin 1:100 model… I finished three months ago. Now my enormous zeppelin 

(236,6-cm long grey monster made of balsa, mylar, threads and polipropylene) is waiting 

patiently for lifting gas – helium (capacity approx. 112 l…). The making of this model 

would not be possible without this awesome website. Thank You! 

(But the adventure does not finish with 1:100 LZ127… Now under construction is 1:87 

LZ11  ) 

REPLY 

Lisa  August 23, 2011 at 11:51 pm   
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Hello 

I live in Venice California. I have a photo of a zepplin flying above my neighbors house. 

She has this dated 1935. She is in her 90′s . She believes this to be DLZ 129 but 

someone mentioned it could have been DLZ 127 is there a way for me to find more flight 

schedule info or do you happen to know this off hand? 

If you send me an address I can scan photo if it is of any interest to you. 

Thank You for all of this wonderful historical information! 

Lisa 

REPLY 

Hendrick Stoops  December 12, 2011 at 2:17 pm   

If the photo was in fact taken in 1935, then it could not have been the 

Hindenburg (which began North American service in 1936) 

REPLY 

Francisco Carvallo  January 3, 2012 at 6:39 pm   

The Hindenburg (to my knowledge) never flew on the west coast. If it was 1935 

it may have been (very early) 1935 one of the last flights of the USS Macon? 

REPLY 

Sergio Willians  August 23, 2011 at 11:40 am   

Please, I wonder if the ZL-127 Graf Zeppelin flew over the city of Santos, Brazil, in 

November 1935. You have the script for the ZL-127 this month? 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  June 25, 2011 at 12:18 pm   

I have in my possession a Graf Zeppelin ticket dated August 7, 1929 from 

Lakehurst, NJ to Friedrichschafen along with a letter from Mayor Jimmy Walker 

congratulating Dr. Eckener. The ticket was for a Nathan Wexler who was to return on the 

zeppelin’s voyage back across the Atlantic. 

The price on the ticket says it cost $2000.00 plus $5.00 tax. That’s a lot of money for 

that day and age. 

Does anyone know what these papers are worth??? I’m interested in selling and I will be 

putting them on E-bay. 

REPLY 

Stephen Cullen  August 15, 2011 at 4:24 pm   

Hi Vickie, 

I would be interested in knowing if you still have the items mentioned as i do collect 

Zepplin phillately. 

What price are you asking? 

Regards 

stephen Cullen 

Willemoesgade 89, lll 

6700 Esbjerg 

Denmark 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  August 24, 2011 at 1:57 am   

Hi Stephen, 

Yes, I still have the items. I can send pictures if you wish. The ticket looks like the 

one posted on the website of Lady Grace’s ticket. What is your offer? I checked 

and the postage would be approximately, $30.00 from the US to Denmark. I 

cannot find any prices online for this type of item. Looking forward to hearing from 
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you and hopefully we can settle on a price. 

Thanks, 

Vickie DiCasa 

REPLY 

Henry Franke  October 30, 2011 at 5:19 pm   

Dear Ms. DiCasa, 

I am wondering if you had sold the two items you mentioned in an earlier 

message (ticket and letter). 

Thanks, 

Henry Franke 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  November 20, 2011 at 5:52 pm   

Dear Mr. Franke, 

I still have the 2 items if you are interested. 

Vickie DiCasa 

Billy C.  May 10, 2011 at 11:45 pm   

I have a number of actual news photos of the graf zeppelin and spruce goose and 

some photos of charles lindenberg at pan-american air conference , and of a plane called 

stranasovietov. a picture of hugo eckener skipper of the graf and his son knut eckener, 

and some of the hindenberg. These photos where taken by the associated press and 

international news, and i would like to know if you could tell me what they might be 

worth, or you know someone who might know. Thanks Billy C. 

REPLY 

Tom  May 9, 2011 at 3:22 am   

I have a picture of the Graf Zeppelin over what appears to be a Nordic city dated 

may 14 1931. 

Does anyone know which city that would be? 

I suspect Copenhagen 

REPLY 

george huisking  March 20, 2011 at 7:06 am   

My grandfather( George Huisking ) took a business trip to germany on the Graf 

Zeppelin some time in the 30′s. Are there passenger manifests that I puruse? 

REPLY 

Gordon Cowley  September 2, 2010 at 2:04 am   

What happened to the comment that i posted on the Chicago Worlds Fair Graf 

Zeppelin flight ? I have since found out that the badge is an erzatz copy not the real 

thing. 

REPLY 

Gordon Cowley  August 31, 2010 at 3:05 am   

I have just purchased a Graf Zeppelin badge dated 1933. It seems to have been 

produced for the Chicago World Fair and the 1933 Graf Zeppelin flight, Europe, South 

America, Chicago and on to Europe. It is marked as follows. Maker Kerbach of Dresden 

(on the reverse), Nord-u.Sudamerika, Jubilaumsfahrt 1933 on the front. The badge is a 

horizontal oval with the wording in a yellow band around the outside, There is a light blue 

sky and a dark blue sea with waves, The Graf Zeppielin is a separate piece of silver metal 
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stuck on the badge in the sky area. Is it rare ? Was it carried from Germany to Rio de 

Janiero and on to the Word’s Fair and sold there ? If not, was it sold at Chicago and how 

did it get there ? 

Gordon Cowley of Oz. 

REPLY 

warner dailey  April 26, 2013 at 10:03 am   

Greetings I have the same badge identical except mine has a tomato worm 

green oval band instead of the yellow one.Purchased it from an arms fair in London 

today for £35 (about 50 bucks) . Did you ever discover an further information about 

yours? It certainly is a wonderful piece of deco design and I have no desire to sell 

it ,just wondered if you had found out anything more about them. Best wishes, 

Warner 

REPLY 

Airship127  August 25, 2010 at 4:24 pm   

Dan, 

I am a zeppelin enthusiast, and am overjoyed to have access to your detailed, and 

exciting website. Thank you. 

REPLY 

Jan Pegler  July 7, 2010 at 7:53 am   

We were amazed to find this site. My Dad who was born in 1923 was just telling 

me that when he was about 5(ish) he saw an airship over Bristol. Can you tell me which 

one it is likely to be plase. Dad thinks it was the Graf Zeppelin. 

REPLY 

Linda B  August 28, 2010 at 12:25 pm   

Hi Jan, 

I remember watching a slide show at my local photo club in Keynsham about 12 years 

ago and we were shown a slide of an airship over Bristol near Castle Park in the 1930s 

I have also been searching for which airship it was. All I remember was the swazstika 

on the tail fin. I will keep researching it as I found it fascinating. Even though what 

happened over 70 years ago was not nice I still think the Zeppelin and Hindenburg are 

beautiful creations. 

Linda 

REPLY 

Bob Farren  April 30, 2011 at 1:39 pm   

30-April-2011 

I have a distinct memory of seeing an Airship cruising East to West along the South 

Downs here in Sussex. I was told it was Graf Zepellin, the date would have been 

around 1930 which would make about 4yrs old at the time. It so happens that I 

passed the spot while out walikng this afternoon, triggering my memory. 

REPLY 

Mitch Kaba  June 13, 2010 at 8:10 pm   

I recently acquired a reel of 16mm film documenting the transatlantic flight of the 

Graf Zeppelin. I haven’t been able to find any information about this film and am 

Guessing it might be quite rare. Here is a picture of the box it came in. I’m planning to 

have it digitized soon so that the images will be preserved. 
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REPLY 

Ron Highcock  June 12, 2010 at 12:26 pm   

I was born in 1930 and was impressed by an Airship I saw cruising slowly near my 

grandparents’ home on the outskirts of St.Helens, Lancashire. My guess is that it was 

sometime in the period 1935 to 1937. I have assumed the craft was the Hindenburg or 

could it have been the Graf Zeppelin? 

Thank you for the excellent articles on this site. 

REPLY 

A.J. "Bud" Baden  May 17, 2010 at 5:39 pm   

In 1929 I was about 5 years old and early one August morning my father got me 

out of bed and in my pajamas he held me up to see the Graf Zepplin hanging overhead 

with its engines idling in a low rumble. I would guess that it was only about 2 or 3 

hundred feet overhead and I recall it extended for about 3 of our city blocks in 

Independence, Kansas, where I lived at the time. Our local paper in Southeast Kansas 

had been following its round the world flight and predicted its arrival. 

I will never forget this experience and I’ve wondered if there are any pictures in the 

German Zepplin Museum where perhaps pictures of a US town named “Independence” 

might have been taken that morning. 

REPLY 

Alan David  May 6, 2011 at 7:56 pm   

I live in Chase County, KS and near the 75th anniversary of the Graf Zeppelin’s 

around the word flight I mentioned to the local paper the upcoming date and the 

possibility of her crossing the county, following the Santa Fe rail line to Chicago. I 

figured that would be a very obvious route to follow. Sure enough, the editor found 

two people who had actually seen her fly over! ADavid 

BTW Love your site! 

REPLY 

Sheree Jordan  May 12, 2010 at 3:04 am   

Do you have any idea what the 3 interconnecting circles are on the markings of the 

early zeppelins? They are later turned into the olympic rings on the LZ129 at the 1936 

Berlin Olympics where Hitler had Nazi propaganda dropped on the crowd as the 

Hindenberg flew over. I would appreciate any info you could share ewith me, i am writing 

a book about Led Zeppelin. Thanks! S. Jordan 

REPLY 

Harry Meikle  May 2, 2010 at 6:07 pm   

Sometime between 1934 and 1938 I was on the flat playground roof of my school 

(St.James) which was next to Liverpool Cathedral. A Zeppelin Luftschiffe flew very low 

over the cathedral and school so that we kids could see the people in the gondola looking 

out. 

My father said that he suspected that the aircrew would have been taking photographs 

for military purposes. Can you tell me the exact date and which aircraft it was ? 

REPLY 

Joan Foster  May 31, 2012 at 7:16 pm   

My mother in law, Joan Foster, was on the same roof. She would love to share 

any memories. 

John Stone York. 

REPLY 
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Arthur Nonhof  April 7, 2010 at 9:50 am   

Would anyone know the the route taken by the Graf Zeppelin during the U.S. leg 

of the world tours? More specifically the route taken from Chicago eastward. My father 

lived in southwest Michigan in the late 1920′s and 30′s and witnessed the fly over of the 

zeppelin. I am try to figure whereabouts he might have seen it. He often mentioned that 

when it passed over the zeppelin played a tune over speakers to those on the ground for 

Pheiffer Beer: “drink Pfeiffer…make mine Pfeiffer…”. Is there any infromation about the 

ship being used to advertise? I’ve read on the internet that Pfeiffer Beer was brewed in 

Detroit at that time so the advertizing would make sense. Any reply is appreciated. A.N. 

REPLY 

Nicole  August 30, 2010 at 3:01 pm   

Probably October 26, 1933. 

REPLY 

Gerhild Naggert  September 1, 2011 at 8:18 pm   

One of my ansestors told me, Graf Zepplin flew over Ann Arbor, Michigan. One 

of his relatives with the name of “Zulz” or ” Zuelz” was in the chartroom of the Graf 

Zepplin, anybody has some info on this? 

REPLY 

Henry Krueger  November 20, 2012 at 1:24 pm   

What your father saw was the Pfeifer Blimp and it sailed the skies, above 

Detroit, during the early to mid-50′s. 

REPLY 

Ty  March 29, 2010 at 11:46 pm   

G.E Jones asked about swastikas on the hindenbur/zeppelins tails. I have a 

postcard that is not part of book zeppelin weltfahrten but was just pasted in the back 

and with a jewellers magnifier showed both air ships having swastikas on the tail. There is 

no writing or dates to put it in context but I would guess from my moms stories of nazi 

germany it was no doubt added during hitler’s reign of terror. If I find any more I’ll let 

you know 

REPLY 

Ty  March 29, 2010 at 11:26 pm   

jenb comment 1905 asked about a collectors book called zeppelin-weltfahrten 

which I also have a copy. wonderful collection of photos, drawings, maps etc. My mother 

who is also german, swiss tells me her parents who were heavy smokers collected 

cigarette coupons from a particular brand (still not sure which but probably out of 

business long time ago like the zeppelins) and would cash the coupons in for the pictures 

to fill the album which was also provided by the cigarrette company. At least 2 of your 

pictures are dead matches for the ones in my book, control car LZ127 and the one on 

lake costance/bonashee. my mom still is helping translate the book which covers the 

world trips(south america etc) and has many pictures taken from the airships. I don’t 

have tons of time to spend on line, but feel free to reply. 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  March 30, 2010 at 9:27 am   

You are correct! Many images on this site are taken from the three volumes of 

the Zeppelin-Weltfahten book series. 

REPLY 
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Susie Willis  January 5, 2012 at 8:06 pm   

I have a copy of this book from 1932, which my father found while he was a 

doctor for the US Army in 1944. I wondered how all of the pictures were collected 

and an delighted to find out here. The book I have has 265 pictures. Someone 

must have smoked a lot! 

REPLY 

Robert E. Mattingly  March 24, 2010 at 6:08 pm   

I visit your site often and always find something interesting. This time I noticed 

what I believe is an error of omission. That is, you have skipped the Europe- 

Pan America flight by LZ-127: Freidrichshafen, Seville, Pernambuco, Lakehurst, 

Seville, Freidrichshafen (May 18-June 6, 1930). 

Cheers, 

Bob 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  March 24, 2010 at 6:34 pm   

Thanks for your comment. Unfortunately there are dozens of flights I have not 

yet described in detail, but I try to add new information as often as time allows. 

Thanks again! 

REPLY 

Robert E. Mattingly  April 21, 2010 at 7:15 pm   

Hi Dan, 

To clarify my earlier comment, I was referring to your line in a narrative which 

describes the Chicago flight: “By late 1933, GZ had not been in the United States, 

since the Round-the-World flight of 1929.” 

The Europe-Pan America flight of 1930, the first 

to both South and North America, also resulted in 

the first U. S. Air Mail stamps to picture the 

Graf Zeppelin. In short, this was a major intercontinental trip several years before 

the 

Century of Progress flight and it did stop in the United States. 

Cheers, 

Bob 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  April 24, 2010 at 5:27 pm   

Ah, great point, thanks! I will correct the text as soon as I can. 

REPLY 

Fay Evans  March 21, 2010 at 4:35 pm   

Dan, 

My grandfather, Wylie G. Logue, was the Commercial Manager of Radiomarine 

Corporation of America (RCA) from 1928 – 1937. There is a photograph of him 

guiding the Graf Zeppelin over the Atlantic that appeared in the November 1928 

RCA Wireless Magazine. This item appeared on Ebay of all places and identified my 

grandfather by name. It sold or was not a completed transaction. At any rate, do you 

have any idea how I might get a copy of the RCA magazine? 

Thank you. 

Fay Evans 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  March 21, 2010 at 7:47 pm   
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Unfortunately I don’t have a copy of that magazine. 

REPLY 

Vincent Cawthron  February 11, 2010 at 6:45 pm   

I am 88 years old,but clearly remember Graf Zeppelin over Hull.i wasin Mersey 

Street school playground, i think the year was 1929, but it could have been 1930. 

The zeppelin was over Wembley on 28th April 1930 and I believe made a flight up the 

east coast and would have included Hull. There is a photo in Hull Daily Mail archives 

showing the Zeppelin over the Beverly Road, it’s number is 260829.jpg. 

I wasonly 7 or 8 at that time. 

REPLY 

Betty Lashly  February 11, 2010 at 2:52 pm   

My Mother was born in Bournemouth in 1924 and remembers her father picking 

her up in his arms and pointing to a huge airship passing over head. She thinks she must 

have been about 5 years old and she seems to remember her father saying it was it’s last 

flight. 

Having watched the wonderful program on BBC 4 last night I’ve googled my way to this 

great site to find out more about airships. For me, the program showed the wonder, 

romance and excitement of a past age. Perhaps the Hindenburg disaster has blurred 

what a wonderful experience floating along in an airship must have been. 

REPLY 

Peter Wadhams  February 10, 2010 at 2:36 pm   

I too was fascinated by the round the world film of Grace Drummond-Hay which 

has just been shown on British TV. I would like to follow up on a question raised by two 

of your commentators, but not answered. What happened over the Pacific? The sound 

track clearly stated that the airship ran into a storm, was tossed around, was nearly lost, 

and came down in a bay beside “an uninhabited island” to make emergency repairs. Could 

this have been Middleton Island in the Bering Sea? (It’s an island I have visited myself; it 

is uninhabited, and it sits by itself a long way from the Aleutians). Yet the “speeds” given 

for the crossing don’t allow for a stop. Was it all made up by Hay for journalistic effect? 

Or was it suppressed by Eckener so as not to put off passengers? The commentary 

speaks of US and Japanese air searches. There must be some record of this. Best 

regards and congratulations on your website, Peter Wadhams 

REPLY 

Hendrick Stoops  December 12, 2011 at 2:22 pm   

That part of the documentary is as far as I know fictional liberty on the part of 

the filmmakers. 

REPLY 

Tommy Mooney  February 10, 2010 at 3:46 am   

Having Watched the GRAF ZEPPELIN round the world voyage on BBC4 last night 

prompted me to “Google”. 

I have, somewhere, a postcard of Graf Zeppelin at Lakehurst which I shall “dig out” and 

share with this site. 

REPLY 

Brian Hunt  February 8, 2010 at 3:22 pm   

Hi, 

Congratulations on a truly interesting site. Is there any chance you could tell me which of 
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the Airships I would have seen flying North above Weston-Super-Mare Somerset in 

1933-35, It was in the afternoon about 3-4 oclock. I have always thought it was the 

R101 but now realise this is incorrect. I was born in 1932 and I must have been 3-4 

years old at the time. After a long time searching I would much very appreciate a reply. 

Incidentally I went on to join the RAF and spent 26 years as an aircraft engineer. 

Regards Brian Hunt 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  February 9, 2010 at 10:55 pm   

Assuming it was a rigid airship, and not a blimp: If you were born in 1932, and 

were four years old at the time, it could have been Hindenburg, which was launched in 

1936. LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin did not visit the UK in 1934 or 1935, so if you were at 

least three, it could not have been LZ-127. If you were older, it might have been LZ-

130 Graf Zeppelin, which flew over the UK in 1939. 

REPLY 

D Jones  June 14, 2010 at 6:08 pm   

I came to your site whilst reseaching after my father told me of the time he 

was called out of his home in the forest of Dean by my grandfather to see a 

massive airship flying overhead. He remembers this being around 1935 so I’m 

guessing that he also witnessed the Hindenburgh. Thank you for helping me find 

out the information and for a facinating website. 

REPLY 

greg wheatstone  May 22, 2011 at 7:28 am   

Hello Mr jones 

Which part of the FoD are you referring to? 

My late father sometimes referred to his experience in Lydbrook in 1930 or 

1931? 

REPLY 

David Fozard  February 2, 2010 at 10:48 am   

Hello, 

About 20 years ago I purchased a small private photo album with 15 various 3.5×2.5 

inch photographs of the Graf Zeppelin some of it airbourne and also when on the 

ground. There is is a pencil date mark of 1932/33 and I believe that they were taken 

somewhere in England as some buildings of a shop and Town Hall are in one of the 

pictures. 

Do you know if there are any collectors who would be interested in buying them ? 

REPLY 

Andrew  May 16, 2011 at 2:33 pm   

David 

Came across your post today whilst trawling the web. 

Do you still have the album, or did you sell it? 

Andrew 

REPLY 

Homer Meek  January 18, 2010 at 3:46 pm   

As a Ford dealership owner up till 1941, my father received a sample of Veedol Oil 

drained from the tanks of Graf Zeppelin,dated October 15, 1928. This was courtesy of 

Tide Water Oil Company. 
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I was born on Oct 6, 1926, and have an image in my mind of a large lighter than air ship 

flying over Redondo Beach, CA. Could this have been the Graf Zeppelin? 

Homer Meek 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  January 18, 2010 at 4:04 pm   

Graf Zeppelin landed at Mines Field in Los Angeles on August 26, 1929, so 

depending on the date (and how well you remember things from age 2 or 3!) it could 

have been LZ-127. 

REPLY 

Tael  January 13, 2010 at 10:40 pm   

Why does the skin of the airship look like it’s tighter in some photos? 

REPLY 

H Stoops  February 28, 2011 at 6:46 pm   

Tael, 

I’m not sure this is correct with all airships, but ships like the R-100 had fairly loose 

cloth covering and would vibrate in a high wind. Things like this also seem to happen 

with blimps but it’s not something I’ve seen firsthand… just pictures. Hope this 

helps:) 

REPLY 

Manning J. Harvey III  December 20, 2009 at 12:42 am   

I recently obtained a small pocket knife from my 87 yo. father it appears to be 

alluminum and has a picture of Graf Zeppelin on the front and the words “Der Erfinder 

des lenkbaren Luft-schiffes” and on the large blade is MACUPA SOLINGGEN. on the other 

side of the knife is the Graf Zeppelin flying over a body of water with a mountain scene 

with a tugboat and people standing and watching from the shore. Can you tell me what 

the words on the knife say? and anything else about it? 
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REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  December 20, 2009 at 3:22 pm   

Thanks for you message, and for the photo of your fascinating knife. Perhaps 

the following might help. 

The knife does, of course, depict Graf Zeppelin the man, but it does not depict Graf 

Zeppelin the airship (LZ-127). Graf Zeppelin (the man) is described as “Der Erfinder 

des lenkbaren Luft-schiffes,” or “The inventor of the dirigible air-ship.” The ship is one 

of Zeppelin’s early airships (identifiable by the shape of the hull, the two gondolas, 

and the shape of the tail fin, among other things). The body of water is almost 

certainly the Bodensee (Lake Constance), on the border between Germany and 

Switzerland. And Solingen, of course, refers to the famous knife-making town near 

the Ruhn (home of Wusthof, Henckels, and dozens of others). The knife could have 

been manufactured at any time during the Zeppelin era, but there is a good chance it 

was likely made around the time of the first airships (1900-1914). 

Thanks for sharing this item! 

Dan 

REPLY 

Artie  December 20, 2009 at 4:29 pm   

That looks like LZ 4. But I guess it could be any early zepp. Definitely not LZ 

127. 

REPLY 

Kevin  March 11, 2010 at 1:53 am   

“Der Erfinder des lenkbaren Luft-schiffes” means “The inventor of the dirigible 

airship” in german. 

REPLY 

Manning Harvey  March 11, 2010 at 12:42 pm   

Kevin, Thank you I have really enjoyed the input I have gotten about my 

knife. I find it facinating. Manning sends… 

REPLY 

L.H. Frank  December 13, 2009 at 3:51 pm   

I seem to recall the Graf Zeppelin flying over Kansas City on the 1933 trip (not the 

1929 voyage) from Miami to Chicago/ Akron, possibly to avoid the Eastern US storm 

mentioned above. Does anyone have details about the route taken in October 1933? 

REPLY 
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Paul Wedel  December 9, 2009 at 10:17 pm   

I was born in 1925 in Argentina. My father corresponded with german factories 

in Mulheim Ruhr, and I have the original enveloves of those letters that came ” Mit 

Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin” The oldest, the ” triangular” flight left Friedrichshafen on 

10-14-33 and arrived in B.A. Argentina on 10-19-33 (by plane bw.Brazil and Argen 

tina. The next letter is dated 6-23-34 at Friedrichhafen and 6-28-34 arriving at 

Buenos Aires Argentina, this is the only flight of the G.Z. unknown to most, I 

remember driving to the airport where it was going to land and seeing it. 

In 1936 our family got on german passenger ship ” Monte Sarmiento” bound to 

Europe(march/april)and after leaving last brazilian port Salvador, at sea we met the 

LZ 29 “Hindenburg” first trip to S.A. she circle low over the ship, could see the 

side windows, ships photographer took a picture when she was passing over the 

ships twin funnels , I don’t know the exact date , she left Friedrichshafen on for 

South America on 3-31-36 this is another unknown voyage of the LZ-29 

REPLY 

linda  December 9, 2009 at 7:46 am   

Jag har ett mynt med Graf Zeppelin daterad 1928, på baksidan av myntet står det 

Shell. Är det någon reklam eller är det ett mynt man ska vara rädd om? 

REPLY 

JohnSalter  December 6, 2009 at 6:01 am   

Watching Ditteke Mensink’s film « Farewell » last night about the Graf Zeppellin’s 

Round-the-World flight prompted me to google the subject and so find your website.  

I’d be grateful for your comments on the following. In the film, Grace Drummond-Hay 

refers to serious problems on the Japan-USA leg of the trip. This apparently cut radio 

contact and forced the airship down onto the sea for repairs. Your website makes no 

reference to these problems which would appear to be inspired by those encountered on 

the flight from Germany to the USA preceding the start of the Round-the-World trip. 

Furthermore, the footage which illustrates this event appears to be of the Graf on the 

Bodensee as shown in the photo on your website.  

My father saw LZ-127 over Liverpool, England and he often referred to the thrill of seeing 

her though even by then, she was suspected of carrying out air recce missions to 

photograph possible future Luftwaffe targets. The July 8th 1932 edition of “Flight” on 

flightglobal.com. says that she flew over Liverpool on 3rd July 1932 on a flight that also 

took in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Bristol.  

40 years later, my father was still kicking himself for not having his camera with him that 

day! 

Very many congratulations on your really impressive website! 

Best wishes, 

John Salter 

REPLY 

Dan (Airships.net)  December 16, 2009 at 3:08 pm   

Thank you for your comments. Some of your questions are addressed here:  

New Movie about “Lady Hay” and the Graf Zeppelin: “Farewell” 

REPLY 

JohnSalter  December 17, 2009 at 2:57 pm   
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Thank you very much indeed for your reply. 

I greatly enjoyed the film and the inaccuracies I suspected at the time in no way 

detracted from my pleasure. In fact it was because of them that I found your 

website. 

I did not record the TV showing of the film so I can’t check back but there was also 

reference to serious problems encountered when crossing a mountain range in 

Eastern Siberia. Was this also perhaps an example of poetic license?  

I’m afraid two errors crept into my original query when I misspelled Zeppelin and 

also implied that the Graf ran into trouble on the flight out to the USA for the start 

of her round-the-world trip. Sorry about that! 

REPLY 

Airships: The Hindenburg and other Zeppelins 
The Graf Zeppelin, Hindenburg, U.S. Navy Airships, and other Dirigibles 

Graf Zeppelin History 

Certainly the most successful zeppelin ever built, LZ-

127 was christened “Graf Zeppelin” by the daughter of 

Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin on July 8, 1928, which 

would have been the late count’s 90th birthday. 

By the time of Graf Zeppelin’s last flight, nine years 

later, the ship had flown over a million miles, on 590 

flights, carrying thousands of passengers and 

hundreds of thousands of pounds of frreight and mail, 

with safety and speed.  Graf Zeppelin circled the globe 

and was famous throughout the world, and inspired an 

international zeppelin fever in the late 1920s and early 

1930s. 

Graf Zeppelin Test Flights 

Graf Zeppelin made its first flight on September 18, 

1928, under the command of Hugo Eckener.  The ship 

lifted off at 3:32 PM and flew a little over three hours 

before returning to its base in Friedrichshafen. 

A series of successful test flights followed, including a 34-1/2 hour endurance flight during 

which the new German ship was shown off to the residents of Ulm, Nuremberg, Wurzburg, 

Frankfurt, Wiesbaden, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Bremen, Hugo Eckener’s hometown of 

Flensburg, Hamburg, Berlin, Leipzig, and Dresden. 

Christening of LZ-127 on July 8, 

1928 by Countess Helene von 

Brandenstein-Zeppelin. (click all 

photos to enlarge) 
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Graf Zeppelin’s First Flight Across the Atlantic 

Graf Zeppelin made the very first commercial passenger flight across the Atlantic, departing 

Friedrichshafen at 7:54 AM on October 11, 1928, and landing at Lakehurst, New Jersey on 

October 15, 1928, after a flight of 111 hours and 44 minutes.   The ship carried 40 crew 

members under the command of Hugo Eckener, and 20 passengers including American 

naval officer Charles E. Rosendahl and Hearst newspaper reporter Lady Grace Drummond-

Hay. 

The ship’s first transatlantic crossing almost ended in disaster when it encountered a 

strong squall line on the morning of October 13th.  Captain Eckener had uncharacteristically 

entered the storm at full power — he was known to reduce speed in bad weather — and 

the ship pitched up violently in the hands of an inexperienced elevatorman; the airships R-

38 and USS Shenandoah had broken up under similar circumstances. 

Eckener and his officers re-

established control, but soon 

learned that the lower covering of 

the port fin had been torn away, 

threatening further damage which 

would have rendered the ship 

uncontrollable.  Eckener sent a 

repair team of four men — 

including his son, Knut Eckener; 

senior elevatorman and future 

zeppelin commander Albert 

Sammt; and Ludwig Knorr, who 

would become chief rigger on LZ-

129 Hindenburg — to repair the 

covering in flight.  Eckener also 

made the difficult decision to send 

out a distress call, knowing that he was risking the reputation of his brand new ship, and 

perhaps the entire zeppelin enterprise. The distress signal was soon picked up by the 

press, and newspapers around the world ran sensational stories about the looming 

destruction of the overdue Graf Zeppelin on its maiden voyage. 

The emergency repairs were successful, but the ship 

encountered a second squall front near Bermuda.  Graf 

Zeppelin made it through the second storm, even with 

the temporary repairs to the damaged fin, and reached 

the American coast on the morning of October 15th.  

After a detour over Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, 

and New York, to show Graf Zeppelin off to the wildly 

enthusiastic American public, Eckener brought his 

damaged ship to a safe landing at the United States 

naval base at Lakehurst, New Jersey on the evening of 

October 15, 1928.  Graf Zeppelin was overdue, 

damaged, and had run out of food and water, but 

Eckener, his crew, and his passengers were greeted like 

heroes with a ticker-tape parade along New York City’s 

Broadway. 

After two weeks of repairs to the damaged fin, Graf Zeppelin departed Lakehurst on 

October 29, 1928 for its return to Germany.  The return flight took 71 hours and 49 

minutes, or just under three days; the ocean liners of the day took twice as long to carry 

passengers across the Atlantic. 

Graf Zeppelin being led from its hangar for its first flight on 

September 18, 1928. (click all photos to enlarge) 

In-flight repair of Graf Zeppelin's fin, showing the extensive 

damage suffered in the squall and the dangerous conditions 

faced by the repair party. 

The damaged port fin after arrival 

at Lakehurst (view from floor of 

hangar) 

People Walking to Navy Airship  
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Graf Zeppelin Round-the-World Flight (“Weltfahrt”) 

In 1929, Graf Zeppelin made perhaps its most famous flight; a 

round-the-world voyage covering 21,2500 miles in five legs 

from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, Friedrichshafen to Tokyo, 

Tokyo to Los Angeles, Los Angeles to Lakehurst, and then 

Lakehurt to Friedrichshafen again. 

[See maps, dates, and flight times for each of the five legs of 

the flight.] 

It was the first passenger-carrying flight around the world [see 

a complete list of passengers and crew aboard the flight], and 

received massive coverage in the world’s press. 

The flight was partly sponsored by American newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst, 

who paid for about half the cost of the flight in return for exclusive media rights in the 

United States and Britain. 

Hearst had insisted that the flight begin and end in America, while the Germans naturally 

thought the Round-the-World flight of a German ship should begin and end in Germany.  

As a compromise, there were two official flights; the “American” flight began and ended at 

Lakehurst, while the “German” flight began and ended at Friedrichshafen. 

The Round-the-World flight carried 60 men and one 

woman, Hearst newspaper reporter Lady Grace Hay-

Drummond-Hay, whose presence and reporting 

greatly increased the public’s interest in the journey.  

Other passengers included journalists from several 

countries, American naval officers Charles Rosendahl 

and Jack C. Richardson, polar explorer and pilot Sir 

Hubert Wilkins, young American millionaire Bill Leeds, 

and representatives of Japan and the Soviet Union. 

Graf Zeppelin's route across the Atlantic 

Map of Round-the-World 

flight (click to enlarge) 

Cover carried on the first leg of Graf Zeppelin's 1929 flight around the world 
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Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen on July 27, 1929 and 

crossed the Atlantic to Lakehurst, New Jersey, and the 

“American” flight began on August 7, 1929 with an 

eastbound crossing back to Germany. 

The longest leg of the journey was the 11,247 km, 101 hour 49 minute flight from 

Friedrichshafen to Tokyo, which crossed thousands of miles of emptiness over Siberia.  A 

planned flight over Moscow had to be canceled due to adverse winds, prompting an official 

complaint from the government of Soviet dicatator Joseph Stalin, which felt slighted by the 

change in plan.  The passage over Russia’s Stanovoy mountain range in eastern Siberia 

brought Graf Zeppelin to an altitude of 6,000 feet.  The ship landed to a tumultuous 

welcome and massive press coverage in Japan, where a crowd estimated at 250,000 people 

greeted the ship’s arrival and Emperor Hirohito entertained Eckener and guests at tea. 

The next leg of the flight crossed the Pacific ocean enroute to Los Angeles; Eckener 

deliberately timed his flight down the American coast to make a dramatic entrance through 

San Francisco’s Golden Gate with the sun setting behind the ship.  According to F.W. 

“Willy” von Meister (later New York representative of the Deutsche Zeppelin-Reederei), 

Eckener explained:  “When for the first time in world history an airship flies across the 

Pacific, should it not arrive at sunset over the Golden Gate?” 

After slowly cruising down the 

California coast to land in daylight 

the next morning, Graf Zeppelin 

made a difficult landing at Los 

Angeles on August 26th, through a 

temperature inversion which made it 

difficult to bring the ship down, 

requiring the valving of large 

quantities of hydrogen.  The lost 

hydrogen could not be replaced at 

Los Angeles, and the takeoff, with 

the ship unusually heavy, was even 

more challenging; Graf Zeppelin only 

narrowly missed hitting power lines at the edge of the field. 

After a difficult summertime passage over the deserts of Arizona and Texas, Graf Zeppelin 

flew east across America.  The ship was greeted with wild enthusiasm by the people of 

Chicago, and ended its record breaking flight with a landing at Lakehurst the morning of 

August 29, 1929.  The Lakehurst to Lakehurst voyage had taken just 12 days and 11 

minutes of flying time, and brought worldwide attention and fame to Graf Zeppelin and its 

commander, Hugo Eckener. 

The flight is the subject of the largely fictional Dutch film Farewell. 

Graf Zeppelin Polar Flight 

In July, 1931, Graf Zeppelin carried a team 

of scientists from Germany, the United 

States, the Soviet Union, and Sweden on an 

exploration of the Arctic, making 

meteorological observations, measuring 

variations in the earth’s magnetic field in the 

latitudes near the North Pole, and making a 

photographic survey of unmapped regions 

using a panoramic camera that automatically 

took several pictures per minute.  The size, 

payload, and stability of the zeppelin allowed 

heavy scientific instruments to be carried 

and used with an accuracy that would not have been possible with the airplanes of the day. 

The polar journey, like other zeppelin flights, was 

largely financed by stamp collectors; Graf Zeppelin 

Lady Grace Drummond Hay's ticket 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin landing at Los Angeles, 1929 

Graf Zeppelin landing on water during polar 

flight 
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carried approximately 50,000 letters sent by 

philatelists, and made a water-landing to exchange 

mail with the Soviet icebreaker Malygin, which itself 

carried a large quantity of mail sent by stamp 

collectors. 

After the three-day Arctic flight, which included a 

landing in Leningrad, Graf Zeppelin returned to 

Berlin to a hero’s welcome at Tempelhof airfield, 

where the ship was met by celebrities including famed polar explorer Admiral Richard Byrd. 

[Read a detailed account of the Graf Zeppelin's Polar Flight.] 

The Century of Progress Flight to 1933 Chicago World’s Fair 

By late 1933, Graf Zeppelin had not been to the United States in over four years, since the 

Round-the-World flight of 1929.  When the Zeppelin Company was asked to fly the ship to 

the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair, officially dubbed the “Century of Progress International 

Exposition,” Eckener agreed on condition that the United States issue a special 

commemorative stamp and share the postal revenue with the Zeppelin Company.  After 

initial opposition by the United States Post Office (and President Franklin Roosevelt’s initial 

rejection of the idea of a fourth zeppelin stamp), the Post Office eventually agreed to issue 

the stamp, and so at the end of Graf Zeppelin’s last flight to South America in October, 

1933, instead of returning directly to Germany from Brazil, Graf Zeppelin flew to the United 

States for stops in Miami, Akron, and Chicago. 

While Graf Zeppelin’s appearance was one of the highlights of the Chicago Fair, the 

swastika-emblazoned ship, which was viewed as a symbol of the new government in Berlin, 

triggered strong political responses from both supporters and opponents of Hitler’s regime, 

especially among German-Americans.  The political controversy muted the enthusiasm that 

Americans had previously displayed toward the German ship during its earlier visits, and 

when Eckener took Graf Zeppelin on a aerial circuit around Chicago to show his ship to the 

residents of the city, he was careful to to fly a clockwise pattern so that Chicagoans would 

see only the tricolor German flag on the starboard fin, and not the swastika flag painted on 

the port fin under the new regulations issued by the German Air Ministry. 

Graf Zeppelin and the Nazis 
 

Soviet airmail stamp showing Graf 

Zeppelin and icebreaker Malygin 

"Century of Progress" Graf Zeppelin stamp, Scott # C18 (the 

"Baby Zepp") 
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The Graf Zeppelin was recruited as a tool of Nazi 

propaganda remarkably soon after the National Socialist 

takeover of power in early 1933.  Only three months after 

Adolf Hitler’s appointment as chancellor, the Propaganda 

Ministry ordered Graf Zeppelin to fly over Berlin as part of 

the government’s May 1, 1933 celebration of the “Tag de 

Nationalen Arbeit,” the Nazi version of the May Day 

celebration of labor. 

Later in May, 1933, Graf Zeppelin flew to Rome in 

connection with Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels’ first 

official meeting with the fascist government of Italy; 

Goebbels invited Italian Air Minister Italo Balbo to join him 

on a flight over Rome. 

In September, 1933, Graf Zeppelin flew over the Reichsparteitag congress at Nuremberg 

(the “1933 Nuremberg Rally’) to dramatically herald Hitler’s appearance before the crowd. 

Throughout the remainder of its career Graf Zeppelin was ordered to make numerous 

propaganda flights, occasionally in concert with LZ-129 Hindenburg after that ship was 

launched in 1936. 

South American Service 

By the summer of 1931, after many pioneering flights which demonstrated the airship’s 

impressive capabilities and captured the enthusiasm of the world, Graf Zeppelin began 

regularly scheduled commercial service on the route between Germany and South America. 

The passage to South American was an almost ideal route 

for a German airship; Brazil and Argentina had a 

considerable German population, and there were strong 

business and trade connections between these countries 

and Germany, yet the transportation of mail, passengers, 

and freight by ship took weeks. In addition, the ships to 

South America were far less comfortable than the luxury 

liners which crossed the North Atlantic to New York. Graf 

Zeppelin reduced the travel time between Germany and 

South America from weeks to days, and was therefore 

hugely popular. 

Graf Zeppelin 

crossed the 

South Atlantic 

18 times in 

1932, and made a similar number of flights in 

1933. By 1934, the Zeppelin Company was 

advertising a regular service to South America, 

departing Germany almost every other Saturday 

to Brazil, with connecting airplane flights to 

Argentina. In 1935 and 1936, Graf Zeppelin’s 

schedule was almost exclusively devoted to 

passenger and mail service between Germany and 

Brazil, with crossings back and forth almost every two weeks between April and December. 

Over its career, Graf Zeppelin crossed the South Atlantic 136 times; it was first regularly 

scheduled, nonstop, intercontinental airline service in the history of the world. 

Graf Zeppelin’s Last Flight 

Graf Zeppelin was over the Canary Islands on the last day of a South 

American flight from Brazil to Germany when it received news of the 

Hindenburg disaster in Lakehurst, New Jersey.  Captain Hans von 

Schiller withheld the news from his passengers, and told them of the 

disaster only after the ship’s safe landing in Germany. 

Brochure for zeppelin service to 

South America 

Graf Zeppelin's service to South America. 

(click to enlarge) 
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Graf Zeppelin landed in Friedrichshafen on May 8, 1937, and never 

carried a paying passenger again. The ship made only one additional 

flight, on June 18, 1937, from Friedrichshafen to Frankfurt, where 

she remained on display — all her hydrogen removed — until she was 

broken up on the orders of Hermann Goering’s Luftwaffe in March, 1940. 

Graf Zeppelin Photographs and Postcards 

Hans von Schiller 

 
LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin on the Bodensee (Lake Constance) 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin on the Bodensee (Lake Constance) 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin over the airship hangars at Friedrichshafen 

Airship Graf Zeppelin at its Friedrichshafen Hangar 
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LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin landing at Friedrichshafen 

LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin dropping water ballast during landing 

Control car of LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin 

Graf Zeppelin flying above an ocean liner 
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E. Anzempamber  June 5, 2013 at 3:15 pm   

I was born 1932 and saw a very large Airship fly over Glasgow. I remember 

standing at the BotanicGardens during the day, it seemed awsome and direct overhead. 

Can’t remember the year but must been 1936/ 37. Even at my age now of 81 the image 

remains clear. 

REPLY 

Thomas Vincente Cortellesi  May 20, 2013 at 3:50 pm   

*This question has been nagging at me for a while* 

If the Akron crashed by hitting water, wasn’t it extremely dangerous for a zeppelin of the 

type to land on water? How did the Graf Zeppelin do it in the Arctic? 

REPLY 

Hendrick Stoops  June 23, 2013 at 9:06 pm   

Akron didn’t exactly ‘land’ on the water. The Graf Zeppelin had inflatable 

‘bubbles’ fitted to the forward control gondola and the aft engine car. I’m fairly 

certain, however, that the water had to be fairly calm. The Graf also landed on Lake 

Constance (the Bodensee). 

REPLY 

Chris  May 6, 2013 at 10:22 am   

I was born in 1931 and lived in Bruce Avenue, Worthing from 1933 /1938 

During this time I saw a great silver airship with the German Nazi Markings in red and 

black on the tail fins. It was very low and heading North East. I think I must have been 6 

at the time, so 1937 is my beat recollection. I also rememmber being told that an airship 

appeared over Wembley Stadium during an FA Cup Final ? 

In those days Hawker Furies from Tangmere were regular visitors. Happy days. ! 

REPLY 

Frank Felcman  April 14, 2013 at 10:22 am   

I lived in Sealy, TX (50 mi. W. of Houston) in 1933. I was 9 yrs old when the Graf 

flew over going generally east to west. A year or so ago I read a blog by a man in Austin, 

TX that he had seen it near Austin on the same flight. This had to be the So. America to 

Chicago flight. What flight path did it take to end up over this part of Texas? 

REPLY 

leo  March 11, 2013 at 3:10 pm   

Hello to all, im a 3d artist working on a 3d model of the LZ 127, im working on the 

right scales, i mean the 3d model is going to have the exact proportions as the original 

(real) one.. 

Bu i miss somes importants informations, about this dirigible. 

i need to know the Lengh of the deck cabin and width and height,. 

if someone can help. 

also im looking for informations about the interior because i have to model everything 

inside the dirigible. 

and here too, i need somes informations at the moment the most important information i 

need its, i have to create everything inside, also the wallpapers, in the differents rooms, 

and for that im looking about colors, colors informations about thoses vintages 

wallpapers, because i have to recreate the original fabrics of the inside. 

i want to create a 3d model the mst realistic possible, eo every information its very 

important for my and my work. 
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you can contact me trough my website or my email: imothep85@hotmail.com 

thanks to all for reading me, and i hope to have some help. 

REPLY 

JILL BRISTOW  March 6, 2013 at 2:11 pm   

I was born in 1929 and lived on the Brighton Sussex (England) seafront until 

1940. I distinctly remember seeing an airship out to sea from our balcony. I think I would 

have been between 6 and 9 years old. Could it have been the Hindenberg en route to 

America? I would love to know. Thanks. Jill (now living in Scotland). 

REPLY 

Dan  March 6, 2013 at 2:39 pm   

Hindenburg did pass over that area of the coast on her way to America in 

1936, so it is very possible! 

REPLY 

Dick  December 6, 2012 at 10:31 am   

The first time I can remember looking up in wonder was the evening of November 

23, 1931, when I was almost 7. That was a lot closer to the presidency of Abraham 

Lincoln than to that of Barack Obama, only a generation after the Wright Brothers first 

flew, and 3 years after Charles Lindbergh turned the eyes of the world skyward with his 

solo flight from New York to Paris. Perhaps my favorite comic strip then was Buck Rogers, 

in which space ships traversed the heavens. That memorable night my parents stopped 

our car and woke me. We got out to watch an apparent space ship just above us. A 

huge dark cloud obscuring the moon and some stars, it was outlined by white and red 

and green lights, and accompanied by the thrumming of 8 motors as it slowly passed 

perhaps 400 feet overhead. It could fly that low because there were no TV tower 

obstructions then. As newspapers reported the next morning, the apparition was the 

Navy’s USS Akron (ZRS-4), then the largest of the world’s several dirigibles. It could 

retrieve, launch and store 5 small planes, and had a range of over ten thousand miles. 

The above is from my blog DresellyFly.blogspot.com, which also shows a newspaper 

account of this flight over Portland, Maine. 

REPLY 

Caroline  October 24, 2012 at 4:38 pm   

I have come across 2 photos of the Graf Zeppelin. They have info written on the 

back. One says… Passing over St Leonards Pier August 1931. The other says…On it’s way 

to Bexhill, Eastbourne and round coast. August 1931. 

I hope this helps with anyone who is wondering if they were in those areas at those 

times. 

REPLY 

Don McCready  September 16, 2012 at 11:59 am   

Don, 

I will never forget seeing the Graf Zeppelin fly over Ann Arbor. MI when I was a child. 

My family lived on Hogback Rd close to its intersection with Washtenaw ave, and we had 

stood at that intersection, ready to watch it float over. 

I recall that it was headed East, making a quiet rumbling sound. 

Today I finally know to date that clear memory as being from 1933, (evidently in October) 

when I was 6-1/2 years old. Everything else matches. The next year we visited the 

Chicago Word Fair 
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REPLY 

Ron  June 15, 2012 at 9:42 am   

I came across and pure silver coin for the 50th Anniversary of the Graf Zeppelin in 

my dad’s things. cannot find any info on this item elsewhere, can anyone help? 

Thank you. 

REPLY 

Frances Close  March 19, 2012 at 2:59 pm   

My mother flew on the Hindenburg in 1936. How can we find out if she is the 

oldest living passenger left? 

REPLY 

Scott Wall  March 8, 2012 at 6:10 pm   

Hi, My friend gave me an unusual item last year; a Graf Zepplin menu that depicts 

on the cover, the famous dirigible flying over the Sherry Netherland Hotel in NYC’s central 

park. 1929 I believe…Inside, the menu says what day of the flight it is and what the 

people could choose to dine on. 

I’m not sure it’s worth anything but I’d like to have it appraised by a knowledgable 

Dirigible expert. Any suggestions?? 

Thanks so much, 

Scott 

REPLY 

jennb  January 17, 2012 at 2:56 pm   

hello: 

i have been looking for movies that deal with zeppelins. i got master of the world, 

zeppelin with michael york and the lost zeppelin. i have been also looking for a couple on 

amazon of the film farewell. they don’t carry it yet. when is it going to be on amazon? 

thanks 

jennb 

REPLY 

Stan McNabb  January 15, 2012 at 7:14 pm   

While I was checking some old not-mailed nor written on postcards, I found that I 

have the exact same postcard of the L. A. as displayed second up from the USS Los 

Angeles statistics…signed by the photographer (Rell Clements, Jr. copyright 1928–Photo 

#4). It appears that the photo in the above picture is #3. Also, I have four postcards 

(not written on or mailed) of the Graf Zeppelin…a. taking off from the mat, b. on the deck 

by hanger, c. shot of the tail section taken from inside the hanger while the L. A. is 

several feet out of the hanger, and d. a picture of the kitchen. The kitchen picture has a 

copyrighted signature by H. Metz. Anybody know what these postcards might be worth? 

Stan McNabb 

former PAC, ZPG-2 at ZP-3, NAS Lakehurst 1958-61 

REPLY 

Lee Eisinger  January 10, 2012 at 10:01 pm   
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Hello, I have found a post card that was stamped with a German Airmail stamp and 

cancelled may 15, 1929 on the LZ 127 flight. My grandfather owned a restaurant in Akron 

Ohio during that time and Zeppelin pilots used to stay at his house. Hugo Eckener gave 

my grandfather a book on the Zeppelin that is of course all in German. He autographed 

the book with a personal message to my grandfather. 

I am going to let the Lighter than Air Society in Akron scan it if they can do so without 

damaging it. Does anyone have any idea of the value of these two items? 

Thanks 

REPLY 

Ricky  December 6, 2011 at 5:24 pm   

The Graf Zeppelin was fantastic. If there was no II World War and United States 

could sell helio to Germany. trasatlantic and transpacific flyth for general public would 

have been reality much earlier than what happened. The first airplanes that were 

confident for people to flyth across both occeans were enormeous hidroplanes Catalinas 

and the first capable plane tu land was de DC 4, not fiable for general peopple for such 

long flyth over the ocean. People had to wait for the Constelations, much faster than DC 

4 and it appen several years later. 

REPLY 

Pat  December 4, 2011 at 9:15 pm   

Two years after my father in law’s death, I finally investigated a huge chest of 

documents and pictures my husband brought back from San Francisco. I’ve barely made 

a dent but discovered an 8 x 10 photo of the Graf Zeppelin LZ 127 flying over San 

Francisco in August 1929. Photo was taken by “Captain Bill Royle” who I think might have 

been the pilot flying the plane hired by William Randolph Hearst to take pictures of that 

leg of the Around the World Flight. 

I spent all day researching and haven’t seen that photo anywhere else. It was presented 

to my husband’s grandfather — a famous NBC orchestra leader in San Francisco in the 

1920′s and 1930′s — by Captain Royle in appreciation of his “masterful rendition of the 

“Shooting of Dan McGrew” 

I’d like to hear from anyone who might have similar photographs, stories, or who knows 

for sure who Captain Bill Royle was. Or for that matter, anyone who knows anything 

about NBC Viennese orchestra leader Josef Hornik 

REPLY 

Gavin-H  November 27, 2011 at 8:03 am   

Hi, I just found your great website. 

I’m looking for information on the September 11, 1931 flight to Switzerland. 

In particular, the timetable, the passenger list and any other background information. 

I do know that this flight was associated with a philatelic exhibition (“MOPHILA”) held a 

couple of weeks earlier in Hamburg (August 22-30). Mail sent on the flight had a special 

cachet, and the exhibition programme refers to a prize draw of a seat on the flight. Any 

information on the winner of the prize would be especially welcome. 

Thanks in advance for your interest. 

REPLY 

PAFAWAG  October 25, 2011 at 5:48 pm   

Hi, 
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I was interested in zeppelins since I was 11. This year I found this awesome website, and, 

just after finishing my expanded level physics baccalaureate, I started to build the LZ127 

Graf Zeppelin 1:100 model… I finished three months ago. Now my enormous zeppelin 

(236,6-cm long grey monster made of balsa, mylar, threads and polipropylene) is waiting 

patiently for lifting gas – helium (capacity approx. 112 l…). The making of this model 

would not be possible without this awesome website. Thank You! 

(But the adventure does not finish with 1:100 LZ127… Now under construction is 1:87 

LZ11  ) 

REPLY 

Lisa  August 23, 2011 at 11:51 pm   

Hello 

I live in Venice California. I have a photo of a zepplin flying above my neighbors house. 

She has this dated 1935. She is in her 90′s . She believes this to be DLZ 129 but 

someone mentioned it could have been DLZ 127 is there a way for me to find more flight 

schedule info or do you happen to know this off hand? 

If you send me an address I can scan photo if it is of any interest to you. 

Thank You for all of this wonderful historical information! 

Lisa 

REPLY 

Hendrick Stoops  December 12, 2011 at 2:17 pm   

If the photo was in fact taken in 1935, then it could not have been the 

Hindenburg (which began North American service in 1936) 

REPLY 

Francisco Carvallo  January 3, 2012 at 6:39 pm   

The Hindenburg (to my knowledge) never flew on the west coast. If it was 1935 

it may have been (very early) 1935 one of the last flights of the USS Macon? 

REPLY 

Sergio Willians  August 23, 2011 at 11:40 am   

Please, I wonder if the ZL-127 Graf Zeppelin flew over the city of Santos, Brazil, in 

November 1935. You have the script for the ZL-127 this month? 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  June 25, 2011 at 12:18 pm   

I have in my possession a Graf Zeppelin ticket dated August 7, 1929 from 

Lakehurst, NJ to Friedrichschafen along with a letter from Mayor Jimmy Walker 

congratulating Dr. Eckener. The ticket was for a Nathan Wexler who was to return on the 

zeppelin’s voyage back across the Atlantic. 

The price on the ticket says it cost $2000.00 plus $5.00 tax. That’s a lot of money for 

that day and age. 

Does anyone know what these papers are worth??? I’m interested in selling and I will be 

putting them on E-bay. 

REPLY 

Stephen Cullen  August 15, 2011 at 4:24 pm   

Hi Vickie, 

I would be interested in knowing if you still have the items mentioned as i do collect 

Zepplin phillately. 

What price are you asking? 
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Regards 

stephen Cullen 

Willemoesgade 89, lll 

6700 Esbjerg 

Denmark 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  August 24, 2011 at 1:57 am   

Hi Stephen, 

Yes, I still have the items. I can send pictures if you wish. The ticket looks like the 

one posted on the website of Lady Grace’s ticket. What is your offer? I checked 

and the postage would be approximately, $30.00 from the US to Denmark. I 

cannot find any prices online for this type of item. Looking forward to hearing from 

you and hopefully we can settle on a price. 

Thanks, 

Vickie DiCasa 

REPLY 

Henry Franke  October 30, 2011 at 5:19 pm   

Dear Ms. DiCasa, 

I am wondering if you had sold the two items you mentioned in an earlier 

message (ticket and letter). 

Thanks, 

Henry Franke 

REPLY 

Vickie DiCasa  November 20, 2011 at 5:52 pm   

Dear Mr. Franke, 

I still have the 2 items if you are interested. 

Vickie DiCasa 

Billy C.  May 10, 2011 at 11:45 pm   

I have a number of actual news photos of the graf zeppelin and spruce goose and 

some photos of charles lindenberg at pan-american air conference , and of a plane called 

stranasovietov. a picture of hugo eckener skipper of the graf and his son knut eckener, 

and some of the hindenberg. These photos where taken by the associated press and 

international news, and i would like to know if you could tell me what they might be 

worth, or you know someone who might know. Thanks Billy C. 

REPLY 

Tom  May 9, 2011 at 3:22 am   

I have a picture of the Graf Zeppelin over what appears to be a Nordic city dated 

may 14 1931. 

Does anyone know which city that would be? 

I suspect Copenhagen 

REPLY 

george huisking  March 20, 2011 at 7:06 am   

My grandfather( George Huisking ) took a business trip to germany on the Graf 

Zeppelin some time in the 30′s. Are there passenger manifests that I puruse? 

REPLY 

Gordon Cowley  September 2, 2010 at 2:04 am   
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What happened to the comment that i posted on the Chicago Worlds Fair Graf 

Zeppelin flight ? I have since found out that the badge is an erzatz copy not the real 

thing. 

REPLY 

Gordon Cowley  August 31, 2010 at 3:05 am   

I have just purchased a Graf Zeppelin badge dated 1933. It seems to have been 

produced for the Chicago World Fair and the 1933 Graf Zeppelin flight, Europe, South 

America, Chicago and on to Europe. It is marked as follows. Maker Kerbach of Dresden 

(on the reverse), Nord-u.Sudamerika, Jubilaumsfahrt 1933 on the front. The badge is a 

horizontal oval with the wording in a yellow band around the outside, There is a light blue 

sky and a dark blue sea with waves, The Graf Zeppielin is a separate piece of silver metal 

stuck on the badge in the sky area. Is it rare ? Was it carried from Germany to Rio de 

Janiero and on to the Word’s Fair and sold there ? If not, was it sold at Chicago and how 

did it get there ? 

Gordon Cowley of Oz. 

REPLY 

warner dailey  April 26, 2013 at 10:03 am   

Greetings I have the same badge identical except mine has a tomato worm 

green oval band instead of the yellow one.Purchased it from an arms fair in London 

today for £35 (about 50 bucks) . Did you ever discover an further information about 

yours? It certainly is a wonderful piece of deco design and I have no desire to sell 

it ,just wondered if you had found out anything more about them. Best wishes, 

Warner 

REPLY 

Airship127  August 25, 2010 at 4:24 pm   

Dan, 

I am a zeppelin enthusiast, and am overjoyed to have access to your detailed, and 

exciting website. Thank you. 

REPLY 

Jan Pegler  July 7, 2010 at 7:53 am   

We were amazed to find this site. My Dad who was born in 1923 was just telling 

me that when he was about 5(ish) he saw an airship over Bristol. Can you tell me which 

one it is likely to be plase. Dad thinks it was the Graf Zeppelin. 

REPLY 

Linda B  August 28, 2010 at 12:25 pm   

Hi Jan, 

I remember watching a slide show at my local photo club in Keynsham about 12 years 

ago and we were shown a slide of an airship over Bristol near Castle Park in the 1930s 

I have also been searching for which airship it was. All I remember was the swazstika 

on the tail fin. I will keep researching it as I found it fascinating. Even though what 

happened over 70 years ago was not nice I still think the Zeppelin and Hindenburg are 

beautiful creations. 

Linda 

REPLY 

Bob Farren  April 30, 2011 at 1:39 pm   

30-April-2011 
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I have a distinct memory of seeing an Airship cruising East to West along the South 

Downs here in Sussex. I was told it was Graf Zepellin, the date would have been 

around 1930 which would make about 4yrs old at the time. It so happens that I 

passed the spot while out walikng this afternoon, triggering my memory. 

REPLY 

Mitch Kaba  June 13, 2010 at 8:10 pm   

I recently acquired a reel of 16mm film documenting the transatlantic flight of the 

Graf Zeppelin. I haven’t been able to find any information about this film and am 

Guessing it might be quite rare. Here is a picture of the box it came in. I’m planning to 

have it digitized soon so that the images will be preserved. 

REPLY 

Ron Highcock  June 12, 2010 at 12:26 pm   

I was born in 1930 and was impressed by an Airship I saw cruising slowly near my 

grandparents’ home on the outskirts of St.Helens, Lancashire. My guess is that it was 

sometime in the period 1935 to 1937. I have assumed the craft was the Hindenburg or 

could it have been the Graf Zeppelin? 

Thank you for the excellent articles on this site. 

REPLY 

A.J. "Bud" Baden  May 17, 2010 at 5:39 pm   

In 1929 I was about 5 years old and early one August morning my father got me 

out of bed and in my pajamas he held me up to see the Graf Zepplin hanging overhead 

with its engines idling in a low rumble. I would guess that it was only about 2 or 3 

hundred feet overhead and I recall it extended for about 3 of our city blocks in 

Independence, Kansas, where I lived at the time. Our local paper in Southeast Kansas 

had been following its round the world flight and predicted its arrival. 

I will never forget this experience and I’ve wondered if there are any pictures in the 

German Zepplin Museum where perhaps pictures of a US town named “Independence” 

might have been taken that morning. 

REPLY 

Alan David  May 6, 2011 at 7:56 pm   

I live in Chase County, KS and near the 75th anniversary of the Graf Zeppelin’s 

around the word flight I mentioned to the local paper the upcoming date and the 

possibility of her crossing the county, following the Santa Fe rail line to Chicago. I 

figured that would be a very obvious route to follow. Sure enough, the editor found 

two people who had actually seen her fly over! ADavid 
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